
Rob & He len  Gibson

“ S E D A C  E n e r g y
Management have really
a s s i s t e d  m e  w i t h
understanding energy,
w a y s  t o  r e d u c e
consumption and ensure
the savings are sustained”

– Rob Gibson

Acacia Ridge IGA reduces exposure
to rising energy costs

Rob and Helen Gibson are like any other
independent store owners in Australia
and are finding the rising electricity
network and demand charges tough on
the business.

Sustainability@Retail offered Acacia
Ridge IGA an opportunity to reduce their
exposure to these increasing monthly
costs and protect their profit margins.
“Our monthly bills began rising rapidly so
we engaged SEDAC Energy
Management to assist us in reducing and
managing our energy consumption” said
Rob.

The energy initiative completed on the
Acacia Ridge site focused on areas of
high energy consumption and then
optimised the site’s control to ensure
more efficient operation. The SEDAC
Energy Management system was also
installed to provide visibility for Rob, so
he could improve operational issues and
identify potential technical issues.

“The SEDAC Energy Management
System is fantastic and allows me to see
who is leaving lights on overnight, who is
running the air conditioning when it’s not
required, and who is not putting down the
night blinds correctly. It’s a great
educational tool which can allow me to

notify staff of their inefficiencies and
improve our procedures within the site”
said Rob

The SEDAC EMS not only assists the
site with operational and technical issues
but also enables live tracking of the
savings achieved. Rob has also signed
up to the SEDAC EM Continuous Review
Process (CRP) which ensures that the
savings achieved through the efficiency
project are sustained.

The above graph illustrates the monthly
consumption and reduction (yellow)
compared to the previous year.

Overall, the site is now saving 14%
($630) on their electricity costs each
month, so the project will pay back in
less than 2 years.

Acacia Ridge Saves Energy

 CAPITAL COST: $15,000
 SAVINGS: $7,600
 ROI: Less than 2 years
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use energy more efficiently



How the sites savings were achieved:
 Optimisation of Refrigeration Plant

 Optimisation of Air-Conditioning System

 SEDAC Energy Management System (EMS)

How the sites savings are being sustained:
 SEDAC EM’s Continuous Review Process (CRP) - Achieving reductions on dynamic retail

environments is difficult. Sustaining them is almost impossible unless SEDAC EM’s CRP is
completed.

 Operational Improvements - the CRP not only identifies issues associated with sites but
also educates staff and facility managers on how to improve operational tasks.

 Improved control – with complete visibility into sites SEDAC EM can identify which assets
and plant equipment require attention. This visibility ensures that maintenance costs are
reduced and energy is not wasted.

SEDAC Energy
Management

S E D A C  E n e r g y
Management has assisted
clients from a number of
different industries including
commerc ia l  p roper t y ,
c o n v e n i e n c e  s t o r e s ,
d i s t r i b u t i o n  c e n t r e s ,
industrial factories and
commercial retail.

All solutions and savings
provided to clients are site
specific and the savings
achieved are completely
transparent to the client.
The SEDAC Energy
Management System is
installed to project and
protect savings, identify
potential issues and enable
clients visibility to their sites
and assets.

If you are interested in saving

energy and would like a

SEDAC Energy Review

please call

1300 896 645 or email

info@sedac.com.au
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ABOVE: Acacia Ridge live energy dashboard shows in red hours of high consumption  compared with
established baselines that factor in outside temperature, operational patterns and more.

ABOVE: The Acacia Ridge live energy tracker shows savings after the energy efficiency project is
completed. The gap between the dark blue daily totals and the red baseline above shows the reduc-
tion in excess electricity consumption.


